Committee
The GlosArch Executive Committee is
delighted to welcome two new members,
Jeannette Kirkpatrick and David Hughes, to its
ranks. Since joining us in January, they have
already made a useful contribution to our work.

immediately west of the earlier survey area and
shows that the ditches appear to respect the
barrow. The ditch on the east seems to join the
barrow quarry ditch. The two parallel ditches to
the south seem to run past the barrow, but the
NT gradiometer survey, positioned slightly
further to the west than the GlosArch one,
shows that the nearest ditch makes a sharp turn
away just before it reaches the barrow quarry
ditch.

Fieldwork
Woeful Lake Farm

by Ann Maxwell

At the request of the National Trust, on 24
November 2015 members of GlosArch carried
out a resistivity survey over the scheduled
round barrow at Woeful Lake Farm, Sherborne.

Photo: M. Milward
The National Trust had carried out a partial
resistivity survey and a complete gradiometer
survey over the barrow in 2009. Previous
GlosArch resistivity surveys over thirty-three
20m squares to the east of the barrow, where
there is a Romano-British site, have revealed
some wide ditches that appear to approach the
barrow. The aim of this survey was to see how
the ditches relate to the barrow. The new
barrow survey covered five 20m squares

We are hoping to carry out a small-scale
excavation in the area of Romano British
settlement to see if there is any surviving
archaeology. This will take place in early
March just as this newsletter is going to press.

STOP PRESS
You can now follow GlosArch
on Twitter. Look for

@GlosArch

May Hill

by Lesley Harding

GlosArch has been asked by The National Trust
to carry out a Historic Landscape Survey of
their land on May Hill, examining the available
documentary and archaeological evidence to
create a detailed report of the development of
the landscape. With its summit 296 metres (971
feet) above sea level, May Hill is a prominent
landmark, the clump of fir trees on the summit
being said to be visible from eight counties. As
marginal and largely unsettled land, there is
little detailed record of the history of May Hill
itself, despite its prominence in the landscape,
and no archaeological investigations have been
carried out there. The area enclosed on the
summit by the prominent inner bank and ditch
has been variously proposed to be anything
between an Iron Age Camp, to a post-medieval
stock enclosure, but has never been dated.
The report will also include research on the
numerous quarries on the hill, and the
possibility that these were the origin of May
Hill sandstone querns of Iron Age date.
Fragments of such querns have been found
across the Cotswolds, North Gloucestershire
and Somerset.
Circular features have been noted on various
parts of the hilltop, and in August 2014
GlosArch members conducted a resistivity
survey on one of them.
The results were
somewhat inconclusive, with little evidence of
the circular feature itself showing in the survey,
although two lines of what appear to be
postholes are clearly visible, running down the
slope from north-west to south-east along the
edges of the feature (see below).

A magnetometry survey in June 2015 of this
feature produced clearer results, with the
circular feature being clearly visible, along with
a section of a ditch and a series of pits or
postholes. The magnetometry survey also
included a low, small round tumulus on the
south-eastern slope, which showed a ditch
surrounding the mound. The surveys of both
the circular feature (top) and the tumulus
(bottom) are shown below in relation to the
square clump of trees on the summit.

Bagendon

by Les Comtesse

Late in 2014 Dr Tom Moore of Durham
University suggested that GlosArch might be
interested in collaborating with him to explore
the wider landscape and settlement patterns,
potentially for Iron Age, but also for earlier
Prehistory and the Roman period, of the area
surrounding Bagendon, a few miles north of
Cirencester. This would complement Tom’s
exploration of the Late Iron Age territorial
oppidum at a site spread over an area of
between 80 and 100 hectares which includes a
large system of visible dykes. (see Glevensis
47). In particular an extensive programme of
fieldwalking was envisaged to complement the
University’s geophysical activity in the area. It
was felt that a local society would be better
placed to organise a team of volunteers to do
this work than one based in Durham.
In late August/early September 2015 a two
week period was earmarked for the project
which, in the initial stages at least, would be
overseen by Dr Moore. Twenty two volunteers
expressed an interest, including
5 non
Glosarch members recruited as a result of
publicity by Anna Morris of the County’s
Archaeological Unit. After a well attended
initial day’s activity, which included a briefing
from Tom, attendance tailed off to a level of
approximately only 5 people per day. This was
however sufficient to provide reasonable field
coverage. In a nine day period, transects,
spaced at 10 metre intervals were walked over
4 large, recently ploughed fields, comprising
approximately 95 hectares (almost 1 sq
kilometre), and all artifacts considered to
predate the medieval period were bagged and
labelled. It was noted that most finds were post
medieval and were therefore discarded. Besides
a few Roman sherds the majority of finds were
of flint.
The overall impression was that this site was
rather barren of settlement activity. This, in
itself, was of course valuable information.
However future, more rewarding, work would
be concentrated elsewhere. At this point a
problem arose. It was evident, a few weeks
later in the year that local farmers had adopted
a fast turn round regime for crop planting
which did not allow
windows
for

fieldwalking. This situation is unlikely to
change much in 2016. In effect the long term
future for this activity at present looks uncertain
but is still under review.

A Volunteer's View of Know Your
Place by Jeannette Kirkpatrick
Know Your Place is a digital heritage mapping
project which will help people explore their
neighbourhood through historical maps. The
project will cover Gloucestershire, South
Gloucestershire, Somerset, Wiltshire and Bath.
So far you can explore Bristol and South
Gloucestershire
through
the
website
http://www.kypwest.org.uk. You can add
different layers to the map so that you can see
archaeological sites, battlefields, listed building
and scheduled monuments.
I went to a training session on map cropping for
the project at Gloucester Archives just before
Christmas and have so far cropped about 8 or 9
Enclosure Maps. There is plenty of support of
help for the volunteers alongside regular
telephone surgery sessions, there is also a
dedicated webpage and volunteers forum on the
website.
It’s fascinating work, not difficult but I find that
it does need a fairly steady hand so that the
cropping isn’t too brutal. Volunteers are
currently working on Enclosure Maps, to be
followed by Tithe maps. The Enclosure maps
dating to the 1820s and 1830s often include the
names of the people who own the fields and
there is a temptation to look up some of these
people. General Dana held land in Thornbury;
such an unusual name, and why was the vicar
of Upton St Leonards holding land in Westbury
on Trym in 1822 ?
The next phase is the geo-referencing which
will allow the different maps to be matched up
so that they present a seamless picture of the
area. The training for this phase takes place
during March.
The project is still looking for volunteers. It is
interesting and all that it needs is reasonable
computer skills, interest in maps and the pastalong with a few hours a week. The project asks
for about 3 hours a week but I find that it does
depend on the maps that you are working on.

and while we're on the subject of old maps, try
this.......

Maps & Prospects
If you have not already discovered it, please
note that Nigel Spry has made a brilliant
addition to the GlosArch website. This is
headed Maps & Prospects and consists of all
the historic maps of the city and its locale from
the 17th century onwards that Nigel and others
have scanned, as well as skyline views and
distant prospects from etchings, also
visualisations by Philip Moss and Richard
Bryant.
This is a valuable resource for
researchers, and some examples are shown
below. To view the whole collection, go to the
website, where a full file index is included with
copyright information.

Map of Gloucester 1624

West view of Gloucester from Over 1784

Oasis

Cole & Roper plan of Gloucester about 1805

Oasis,
a
collaboration
between
the
Archaeological Data Service (ADS) and
Historic England , provides on-line access to
the mass of archaeological grey literature which
has been produced as the result of the advent of
developer-funded fieldwork and a similar
increase in fieldwork undertaken by volunteers.
Under Oasis, the ADS library contains 36804
reports at the last count. This easy-to-use
library can be browsed, and the reports
accessed, free of charge, via the Oasis website
(www.oasis.ac.uk). In January, seven GlosArch
members were trained by HE to use the Oasis
database, not only to access the library but also
to input reports. This means that the reporting
of any fieldwork done by GlosArch can be
lodged in the grey literature library and seen by
any interested party worldwide. The first two
such reports are already in.

Displaying our Wares
In October GlosArch contributed to the
GLHA'S History Day on the subject of
Immigration and Emigration to, from and
within Gloucestershire. The display boards
were used to show what local archaeology has
produced to illustrate the presence in the county
of people from elsewhere in the world – near
and far – from the Roman period right up to the
Second World War.

The Mick Aston archaeology bursary
for young people
As a result of a bequest from the late Mick
Aston, the Bristol and Gloucestershire
Archaeological Society, will provide bursaries
of up to £300 per year to support young people
living in Gloucestershire, including South
Gloucestershire, and Bristol, aged between 16
and 19, to undertake archaeology work based
placements.
Applications for a grant can be made by an
individual aged between 16 and 19 and should
include a statement by the organisation
providing the training that adequate insurance
and health and safety provision is in place.
Further details can be found on the Society's
website www.bgas.org.uk and applications
should be submitted to the Hon Secretary of the
Society by the 1st June each year.

Reminder...Reminder...Reminder
Annual subscriptions become due
from 1 March
Ordinary Membership
£15
Associate Membership
£7.50
Student under 18 or over if in fulltime education
£7.50
Cheques, payable to
Gloucestershire Archaeology, to
Angela Newcombe, 2 Warren
Close, Churchdown, Gloucester,
GL3 1JP

SPRING/SUMMER PROGRAMME
2016
DAY TRIP: THE THREE CASTLES
18th June
Following the successful visit to Caerleon last year,
Tim Copeland will this year give us a guided tour of
the famous three castles. The impressive and
surprisingly complete remains of White Castle,
Skenfrith Castle and Grosmont Castle lie in remote
and beautiful countryside between Ross-on-Wye
and Abergavenny. The stone structures that survive
today are built on the sites of early Norman earth
and timber castles which were upgraded by Hubert
de Burgh in the early 13th century. As well as their
defensive function, they served as lordly residences
and for many years were royal possessions. Tim
will explain how to interpret the castle remains and
go into their complicated history. The plan is that
we will visit two of the sites in the morning and
then there will be a stop for lunch in Garway,
followed by the third castle at Grosmont. If time
allows, we will continue to Longtown, to see the
equally impressive remains of the castle there.
Because of the narrowness of the lane that gives
access to White Castle, we will be restricted to a 20seat coach, so please make your booking early to
avoid disappointment.
Pick up by Marchant's Coaches will be 8.00am from
St George's Road, Cheltenham, and 8.25am from
Oxstalls Campus in Gloucester. Return to
Gloucester should be by 7.30pm and to Cheltenham
8.00pm. We will stop at the excellent Garway
Moon Inn for lunch and those who book for the trip
will be sent a menu from which to choose in
advance to ensure speedy service. But bring a
packed lunch if you would prefer to do so. The cost
for the trip will be £22.50 per person; there may
additionally be a charge of £3 (or £2.25 concession)
per person for entry to White Castle, but the other
sites are free.
To book, send cheque to M W Milward, 1 Chase
View, Prestbury, Cheltenham, GL52 3AL with a
note stating how many people and where you will
join the coach. Closing date for booking is 13 May.
Please make cheques payable to Gloucestershire
Archaeology.

EVENING TRIPS
Wednesday 1 June
Churn Valley Churches
Three notable village churches are located along the
Churn valley between Seven Springs and
Cirencester: Baunton, with its 15th century wall
painting of St Christopher; North Cerney, a
beautifully restored church with splendid Norman
features; and the early 16th century church at
Rendcomb with stained glass and other features
recalling the famous church at Fairford. Steven
Blake of the Gloucestershire Local History
Association will be our expert guide. Meet at
7.00pm at Baunton church. (NB. As at this stage it
is possible that one of the churches may have to be
substituted, please call me on 01242-463696 if you
are intending to come.)
Sunday 17 July
WWII Defence Lines at Hinton Charterhouse,
Somerset
This visit, led by Dr Philip Rowe, follows his
fascinating and well-attended lecture to GlosArch
on 1 February. The visible remains of the defences
lie in woodland reached across fields and stiles and
the walk will cover about 2 kms. Philip needs us to
assemble by 10.30am and because of the distance
(60 miles) and restrictions on parking, the visit will
require some coordination, therefore I would like
anybody interested in coming to contact me directly
(m.milward1@yahoo.co.uk or by phone 01242
463696) and we can make appropriate
arrangements.
September
King's Walk Bastion, Gloucester
For the third item on our programme, Andrew
Armstrong, the Gloucester City Archaeologist, will
show us the King's Walk Bastion, an impressive
medieval addition to a length of intact Roman wall
buried beneath the King's Walk shopping centre.
Because this fascinating relic of Gloucester's distant
past has been flooded for decades, it has been
inaccessible, but it has been pumped out to go on
display. It is not yet possible to give an exact date
for the visit, but it will be in September and the date
will be advertised on the GlosArch website
(www.glosarch.org.uk).

